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Today’s network is increasingly complex
•

>6000 Internet RFCs and often >10 protocols installed on a single switch
•

•

Notoriously hard to understand, manage, and predict the network behavior
given the complex interactions
•

•

Besides basic forwarding: MPLS, NAT, ACLs, domain-specific protocols (for DC, WAN,
wireless) …

Network troubleshooting today is manual, ad hoc

Even simple questions are hard to answer in a systematic manner
•

Can host A talk to host B? What are all packet headers from A that can reach B?

•

Can packets loop in the network?

•

Can user A listen to communications between users B and C? Can I prevent host A from
talking to host B? Is slice X totally isolated from Slice Y?

Today’s network is increasingly complex
•

>6000 Internet RFCs and often >10 protocols installed on a single switch
•

•

Hard to understand, manage, and predict the behavior given the complex
interactions
This paper: Header Space Analysis (HSA)
•

•

Besides basic forwarding: MPLS, NAT, ACLs, domain-specific protocols (for DC, WAN,
wireless) …

Network troubleshooting today is manual, ad hoc

Even simple questions are hard to answer in a systematic manner
•

Can host A talk to host B? What are all packet headers from A that can reach B?

•

Can packets loop in the network?

•

Can user A listen to communications between users B and C? Can I prevent host A from
talking to host B? Is slice X totally isolated from Slice Y?

HSA Geometric Models
Flat/protocol agnostic bit vector
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T(h, p) : (h, p) → {(h1, p1), (h2, p2), …}
Header h on port p

Header h1 on port p1
Header h2 on port p2

Header space ℍ

= {0,1}

L

Packet header h as a point*
Flow as a hypercube

Network space ℕ as cross product of switch-port space/axis 𝕊 with ℍ:
{0,1}L × {1,2,...,P} (intuitively, collection of ℍ over all ports)

Networking box as a switch transfer function

* In the paper, header h is an overloaded term that refers to both point and hypercube (with wildcard)

Header Space Algebra
Basic set operations on ℍ
•

Intersection h1 ∩ h2
•
•

•

Apply single-bit intersection for bi ∩
If any bit returns z, h1 ∩ h2 = ∅

Union h1 ∪ h2

Custom single pass algorithm
Difference h1 − h2 = h1 ∩ h2′
•

•
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In general, hard to simplify: 1111xxxx ∪ 0000xxxx
• In some cases, simplification is possible by applying logic minimization algorithms to
equivalent boolean expressions
Complementation h′
•

•

bi′

0

•

h1 ⊆ h2 ⟺ h1 − h2 = ∅

Modeling Example: IPv4 Router
•

Packet processing (sequential) workflow
•
•
•
•

Rewrite source and destination MAC Tmac( . )

Decrement TTL Tttl( . ): ℛ(h, ip_ttl(), ip_ttl() − 1)
Update checksum Tchksum( . )

Forward to outgoing port Tfwd(h, p)

= {(h, ip_lookup(ip_dst(h)))}

•

Transfer function is composable: Tipv4( . )

•

A minimal router in previous slide that only forwards to different ports based on the subnets

Texample(h, p) =
•

= Tfwd(Tchksum(Tttl(Tmac( . ))))

{h, p1}, ip_dst(h) ∈ S1
{h, p2}, ip_dst(h) ∈ S2
{},
o.w.

Same applies to other networking boxes: NAT, firewalls …
•

In practice, automate the process by parsing router configuration and tables

Network Wide View
ϕ( . ) = ψ (Γ( . ))

Network transfer function

ψ(h, p) =
T2( . )

T1( . ), p ∈ box1
T2( . ), p ∈ box2
...,
...
Tn( . ), p ∈ boxn

T1( . )
T3( . )
Topology transfer function

Packet(s) Traversal

Models the unidirectional behavior of network links:
emits the same packet unchanged at the other end

Resulting hypercube after a hop (link+box): ϕ( . )

{(h, p*)}, p connected to p*
Γ(h, p) =
{{},
p is not connected

Multi-hop packet traversal can be modeled as:

ϕ k( . ) = ψ(Γ(…ψ(Γ( . ))…))

= ψ(Γ( . ))

Use Case: Reachability Analysis
Can host A talk to host B? <=>
If header space remains at B
?
<=> Ra→b = ∅

T3
T2
Last
4
bits

What packets can reach B? <=>
Apply range inverse to get the
header space at A

First 4 bits

T1
Start: X space ℍ

T4

= {0,1}

8

T5

Reachability function (omitting topology transfer function)

Ra→b = T5(T3(T2(T1(X, A))) ∪ T5(T4(T3(T2(T1(X, A))))

Use Case: Loop Detection
Finding a generic loop
1. Injecting all-x hypercube from each port
2. Track the hypercube(s) with BFS until it leaves
the network or revisit a port
3. Report a generic loop if non-empty hypercube
revisits the injection port

Is the loop infinite?
1. hret ∩ horig
2. hret

= ∅: finite loop

⊆ horig: infinite loop
3. Otherwise, repeat until hret = ∅ or case 1 or
2 satisfies
• Subset hret − horig satisfies #1, ignore
•
•

hret := hret ∩ horig
Recalculate horig

Use Case: Slice Isolation Guarantee
Administrators apply network slicing to enforce isolation between sets of entities (hosts/users/
traffic) on the same physical network (resources), e.g., VLAN, MPLS, FlowVisor…
HSA slice 𝕊: (Slice network space ℕ𝕊, Permission (read/write), Slice Transfer Function ψ𝕊(h, p))
•

ψ𝕊(h, p) captures the behavior of all rules installed by control plane for the slice

#1: Verify new slice’s ℕa
•

I.e., ℕa ∩ ℕb

= {(αi, pi) | pi ∈ 𝕊} doesn’t overlap with old one(s) ℕb = {(βi, pi) | pi ∈ 𝕊}

= {(αi ∩ βi, pi) | pi ∈ ℕa & pi ∈ ℕb} = ∅

#2: Verify that there is no slice leakage during the header transformation

Though the header space reservation is disjoint,
control plane misconfiguration leads to the leakage
of slice a after S1 transformation

Implementation
Detailed algorithm/implementation:
https://bitbucket.org/peymank/hassel-public

Discussion
•

•

HSA operates on static snapshots, revealing only persistent (>sampling period) problems
•

“networks with a greater degree of change – either frequent changes, or changes that are big in scope,
or both – were more susceptible to failures”+

•

“operators indicate that they would much rather analyze configuration changes before deployment,
rather than identify bugs when they manifest after deployment… running a simulation (which is already
slow) per failure scenario is prohibitively expensive”+

What are the network behaviors not captured by HSA model?
•

•
•

•

Switch transfer function doesn’t account for stateful processing

What are the set questions that HSA can not answer?
“While this technique, which we called Header Space Analysis, was elegant, we found it was as
slow as a tortoise. The header expressions were breaking into too many pieces as the tool
hauled them through the network. In other words, the equivalence classes were fragmenting
unnecessarily.”*
“…we described this to folks from formal methods, they looked embarrassed and told us that
ternary algebras were well known in hardware verification, but had fallen out of favor compared
to SAT solvers…”*

* https://netverify.fun/its-the-equivalence-classes-stupid/
+ https://netverify.fun/talk-to-a-network-operator-today/

